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Late fee is a daily surcharge payment that tax authority according to the 
national tax law, in accordance with a certain proportion of delinquent tax against the 
taxpayers and withholding agents who failing to timely pay the tax from the date of 
delinquency. The improved late fee system is of great significance for the protection 
of taxpayer’s rights, achieve tax warehousing timely and adequately and maintain 
the interests of national tax. Although mainland China and Taiwan has the same 
cultural foundation, but the details of late fee system are quite different, and the 
comparative research about late fee also quite inadequate in tax law scholars. Come 
as the revised of Law of Tax Collection and Management in mainland China, this 
thesis focuses on comparatively study on Cross-straits late fee system, analyze the 
shortage of existing system in mainland China and put forward the improving 
suggestion. 
This thesis consists of three parts. The first part analyzes the connotations of 
late fee, compare it with related concepts, meanwhile introduces different theory of 
the legal nature of late fee. On the basis of the above content, the first part focuses on 
analyzing the influence of collection ratio, collection period, tax interest and the 
Administrative Compulsory Law to legal nature of late fee, and put forward the 
definition of the legal nature of late fee in this thesis. The second part compare the 
substantive system and procedure system of late fee in mainland China and Taiwan, 
point out the similarities and differences of both sides and the problems to be solved 
in mainland China. The third part is on the basis of the above comparisons. It 
analyzes the problems of current late fee system and the Draft Amendment of Law of 
Tax Collection and Management, reference the mature provision in Taiwan, put 
forward the specific recommendations to improve the revise of Law of Tax 
Collection and Management in mainland China. 
This thesis embodies innovation in two aspects: First, by comparing the 
difference of late fee and related concepts, analyzing the influence of related factors 













basis on the comparison of substantive system and procedure system of late fee in 
mainland China and Taiwan, using the method of comparative analysis, analyzing 
the advantages and disadvantages of current system in mainland China, current 
system in Taiwan and the Draft Amendment of Law of Tax Collection and 
Management, put forward the feasible recommendations to improving the 
amendment of Law of Tax Collection and Management in mainland China. 
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